Cover The Earth
(By: Cindy Cruse Ratcliff & Israel Houghton)

(intro) D  CCCCCCC  D - DD - CGD - DD - CGD - DD - CGD - DD - CG
DDD  CC  GGG/D  CC  DDD

Let me be, and instrument, to exalt, and to extend
CCC  GGG  C  Em7

Jesus' name, globally, as the waters cover the sea
D/F#  G2  Am7

Open the heavens O Lord, pour out Your Spirit

D  G

Cover the earth with Your glory, cover the earth with Your glory
D/F#  G  Bm A

Cover the earth with the sound of heaven
D  Am7

Cover the earth with Your glory, cover the earth with Your glory
D/F#  G  D C AAAAAA  D

Cover the earth with the sound of heaven, cover the earth
D  CGD  DD  CG
DDD  CC  GGG/D  CC  DDD

Let me speak, what You say, Let the sound, prepare the way
CCC  GGG  C  Em7

Kingdom come, globally, as the waters covers the sea
D/F#  G2  Am7

Open the heavens O Lord, pour out Your Spirit

D  G

Cover the earth with Your glory, cover the earth with Your glory
D/F#  G  Bm A

Cover the earth with the sound of heaven
D  Am7

All of the earth is Yours, all of the nations adore You
D/F#  G  D C AAAAAA  D  DD  CGD

Cover the earth with the sound of heaven, cover the earth
D  DD  CGD E  F  D/F#  D/F#  CGD

Open up the heavenlies, let a new sound be released
D  D  CGD  D  DD  CGD

As the waters cover the sea, cover the earth